Perl Projects

A collection of links to articles on using jenkins to build, test and provide coverage reports for perl based projects.

Continuous integration tools for perl
Continuously Integrate Perl Projects with Vagrant
Perl & Hudson: continuous testing & deployment
Perl testing with Jenkins/Hudson: avoiding some pitfalls
Perl and Continuous Integration with Jenkins

Bootstrap

Install Jenkins with Puppet
Basic Apache+Tomcat Configuration

Slideshows

Automating Perl Deployments with Hudson

Relevant, perhaps useful CPAN Modules for building perl projects with Jenkins

Task::Jenkins
Devel::Cover::Report::Clover
Devel::Cover::Report::Clover
TAP::Harness::JUnit
TAP::Formatter::JUnit
Net::Jenkins
Jenkins::NotificationListener

Writing Cucumber Tests in Perl rather than ruby

Test::BDD::Cucumber-0.12
App::pherkin
Test::BDD::Cucumber::Manual::Integration
Test::BDD::Cucumber::Manual::Steps
Test::BDD::Cucumber::Manual::Tutorial
test-bdd-cucumber-perl on github

and for an alternate implementation

Test-Cukes-0.10
Test::Pcuke
Test::Pcuke::Manual